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I.—INTRODUCTION.

It is universally agreed that university students are not a random sample of the population, but constitute a somewhat homogeneous group. In particular, it is generally conceded that on the average university students, in whatever faculty they may be registered, tend to be of above average intelligence. We may gain an approximate idea of the intelligence of students in American colleges from a paper (Traxler, 1940) bringing together the results of testing 68,899 students in 323 colleges. The mean I.Q. was 109, with a S.D. of approximately 12; in other words some 25 per cent. had I.Q.s above 117, while another 25 per cent. had I.Q.s below 101.

This figure must be interpreted with caution, although other published material tends to confirm it. Different universities differ widely in their requirements; in some American colleges the average intelligence of the students differs hardly at all from that of the non-student population, while in some of the better known universities the standard is so high that the average I.Q. might be in the neighbourhood of 130. The latter figure would seem to bear a closer relation to conditions in this country than the over-all figure of 109, although there is not sufficient evidence to quote any precise figure.

According to Burt's calculations (1943), of 709,580 persons aged eighteen years in 1939-1940, 10,785 or 1.52 per cent. entered one of the English or Welsh universities. If only the most intelligent 1.52 per cent. had been selected, the borderline I.Q. would have been at the +2.17 S.D. level; in terms of I.Q.s this would make the border-line I.Q. = 135 approximately, taking the standard deviation of the I.Q. as 16. However, as Burt points out, "a simple calculation shows that about 40 per cent. of those whose innate abilities are of university standard are failing to reach the university; and presumably an equal number from the fee-paying classes receive a university education to which their innate abilities alone would scarcely entitle them." These figures suggest that the figure of I.Q. 135, rather than marking the lower limit of the intelligence distribution of the student population, is somewhat near the average. It is improbable that we would go very far wrong if we estimated that the average student I.Q. lies somewhere between 125 and 130, with wide differences between different colleges, and possibly also different faculties. In this argument, the term I.Q. has been used although strictly speaking its use with adult groups is fallacious; where the I.Q. is arbitrarily converted from the test S.D. score into an equivalent Binet I.Q. its value is mainly sentimental, and where other methods of conversion are used the resulting I.Q. is often meaningless.

1 Published and unpublished studies on samples of English and Scottish students by Vernon, White, Dale, Thomson, Leybourne-White, Wright, and others agree in putting the I.Q. within the range indicated. The difference between an I.Q. of 135 marking the lower limit of student intelligence in conditions of optimal selection, and an average I.Q. of 127 under present conditions or selection, points a moral which needs no elaboration.
However much these criticisms may detract from the exactness with which we are able to estimate the intelligence of the university student, there remains little doubt that intelligence is one of the factors which distinguish the student from the non-student. From this observation to the suggestion that a knowledge of the intelligence of prospective students would be of use in selection and in counseling was only a small step, and McKeen Cattell appears to have been the first to make this suggestion upon his return from Wundt's laboratory to America. Wissler (1901) followed up the idea, but with disappointing results, explicable in terms of the very primitive, non-intellectual type of test used by him; with the exception of isolated attempts to apply the Binet scale to small groups of university students, summarized by Caldwell (1919), no progress was made until the time when the Army Alpha and the Thorndike scales became available, in 1916.

In the five years following, a veritable spate of publications emerged from psychological laboratories all over America, all reporting correlations between intelligence test results and students success; Toops (1926) collected a bibliography of 400 titles covering the period to 1924 and pointed out that less than one in three of experiments carried out had been published. Since then the flood has abated somewhat, but a regular flow of reports has continued to date, summarized at various times by MacPhail (1924), Edgerton (1920), Wagner (1932), Segal (1934), MacPhail and Bernard (1943), Crawford and Burnham (1946), and many others; in addition to these summaries, the Annual Reports of the Commission on Scholastic Aptitude Tests, set up by the College Entrance Examination Board, contain much valuable material.

It may be estimated that the total literature in this field contains well over a thousand titles, and that some three thousand additional studies have been carried out without finding their way into print. These figures are only approximate, and err on the side of under-rather than of over-estimation. Many of the published reports are unobtainable in this country, and no complete survey is possible or even desirable, in view of the uniformity of findings. The present paper is based on findings reported in some 600 articles; those which are available in this country are quoted in the bibliography. In addition, a small number of papers not easily available here are quoted because of their general importance.

II.—Intelligence and success at college.

The usual method of estimating the success of intelligence tests in forecasting success at college has been that of giving the test to all entrants, to obtain an estimate of the success of the student through his marks after one, two, three or four years, and of correlating the test scores with the marks. The criterion used for estimating the success or failure of the student will be discussed in a later section; here let us note merely that in nearly every case there has been a tendency to find low to medium positive correlations between the tests given and the final marks obtained by the student. Most publications report coefficients ranging from -3 to -7, with a mean in the neighbourhood of -5.

These values are often reached by straightforward averaging of correlation coefficients, a procedure which lacks statistical validity. The present writer took a random sample of 500 reported coefficients from his files, transformed each coefficient into its corresponding z-value (\(z = \tan h^{-1} r\)), averaged the resulting z-values (\(Z = \cdot586\)), and transformed this average into \(\bar{r} = \cdot527\). This value is not sufficiently dissimilar from those found by others to invalidate previous findings; when the distribution of coefficients is plotted in terms of z,
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However, the marked skew usually found when distributions are plotted in terms of $r$ now disappears, and the curve of distribution is not significantly different from normal (as tested by the chi square test).

A correlation of the size $r = -0.53$ is not very useful for prediction; it indicates that less than 30 per cent. of the causal factors in college success are measured by the test, and that the percentage reduction of error in prediction over chance is only 15. The coefficient of alienation is too high, and the index of forecasting efficiency too low, to make one place much confidence in prediction. There are several considerations, however, which make the outlook less gloomy.

In the first place, an average correlation based on a random sample of published work does not give a fair idea of what the best tests can do when applied by experienced workers; it merely shows what happened during the past thirty years when good and bad tests were given to suitable and unsuitable populations by experienced, indifferent, and frankly amateurish workers. When we add the observations that (1) many of the tests used were obviously unsuitable for their purpose, having been constructed for children, or for normal adults, rather than for highly intelligent adults; (2) that many of the tests used were far too short to give a reliable, let alone a valid, result; (3) that even the sheer working out of the correlation coefficient often shows signs of incompetence, data showing obvious heterostedasticity being treated by formulae implying homostedasticity; (4) that little use appears to have been made of such obvious devices as multiple and partial correlations, of factor analysis, or of differential test scores; (5) that conditions of homogeneity have seldom been fulfilled adequately; (6) that the criterion itself against which the tests have been validated is highly unreliable (cf. below); when all this is taken into account the figure of -0.53 may take on a new and rather more hopeful significance.

In order to find out the improvement which could be secured by taking only studies expertly conducted, a subsample of thirty-four coefficients was drawn from our files reporting studies fulfilling the following conditions: Specially designed tests only should have been used; length of testing should not have been below ninety minutes; number of cases should have been above 250; statistical treatment should have avoided obvious fallacies. When averaged via the $z$-function, these thirty-four studies show an average correlation of $r = 0.58$ between intelligence and success. This value would appear to be more meaningful than the previous one; it is significantly higher than the value of -0.53 found in the total sample. This finding suggests that such conditions as suitable choice of test, length of testing time, and adequate statistical treatment are necessary if spuriously low predictive values are to be avoided.1

In this connection it should also be mentioned that Derflinger (1943) has shown that correlations between tests and achievements have shown a rise in recent years, such as one might expect on the basis of improvements in test construction, statistical treatment of results, and estimation of achievement. Our own figures, analysed from the point of view of temporal development, are in agreement with Derflinger’s. On the other hand, Feder (1935) and Williamson (1937) have shown a tendency for correlations between tests and achievement to decline in recent years. The explanation for these discordant results lies in the fact that Derflinger and the present author have summarized work covering great numbers of different universities; Feder and Williamson were only concerned with the trend in their own universities. Their own explanations of their findings agree with each other, and are probably correct; they believe that if administrative action is taken in response to the results of tests, coefficients will tend to become lower. Thus by allowing the intelligent to take on extra course work, while preventing the dull from doing so, the two groups of students are more equalized in respect to their degree work, and will tend to show less difference in achievement than they would have done if both groups had been allowed to take on extra work, or if both groups had been forbidden to do so. Services experience in this country indicates that “the more efficient the selection scheme put into operation by psychologists, the lower the validity coefficients of the tests.”

---

1 In this connection it should also be mentioned that Derflinger (1943) has shown that correlations between tests and achievements have shown a rise in recent years, such as one might expect on the basis of improvements in test construction, statistical treatment of results, and estimation of achievement. Our own figures, analysed from the point of view of temporal development, are in agreement with Derflinger's. On the other hand, Feder (1935) and Williamson (1937) have shown a tendency for correlations between tests and achievement to decline in recent years. The explanation for these discordant results lies in the fact that Derflinger and the present author have summarized work covering great numbers of different universities; Feder and Williamson were only concerned with the trend in their own universities. Their own explanations of their findings agree with each other, and are probably correct; they believe that if administrative action is taken in response to the results of tests, coefficients will tend to become lower. Thus by allowing the intelligent to take on extra course work, while preventing the dull from doing so, the two groups of students are more equalized in respect to their degree work, and will tend to show less difference in achievement than they would have done if both groups had been allowed to take on extra work, or if both groups had been forbidden to do so. Services experience in this country indicates that “the more efficient the selection scheme put into operation by psychologists, the lower the validity coefficients of the tests.”
Even this higher value has to be seen, not in isolation, but against the
to the background of the criterion used to establish validity. The predictive value of
a test is probably depressed more by the unreliability of the predictive criterion
than by the unreliability of the test itself; certainly the unreliability of the test
is measurable and can be remedied, while the unreliability of the criterion is
difficult to measure and almost impossible to remedy.

Unfortunately, we know very little about the reliability of examinations
Hartog and Rhodes, 1935), leads one
to suspect that reliabilities of the order of 0.8 will not often be reached or
surpassed. Certain data are available to show that correlations are higher
between tests of intelligence and objective tests of achievement in courses, than
between tests of intelligence and subjective tests of achievement in the same
courses (Tharp, 1927, Frazier and Heilman, 1928), but this may be due in part
to the similarity in form between intelligence and objective achievement test,
rather than to low reliability in the subjective achievement test. Extensive and
careful figures are published by the Scottish Council for Research in Education
(1934); it was found that correlations between Degree marks and Department
marks were as follows: English=0.36; Mathematics=0.30; Latin=0.59;
French=0.59. These figures again do not give direct evidence on the reliability
of the examination marks, but they suggest that either these marks are not very
reliable, or that a special factor of "examination ability" is more powerful
in determining final standing of the student than his knowledge and ability as
shown by his Department mark. A direct study of these questions is an
obvious necessity, and little can be said usefully about what the outcome of
such a study might be.

Instead of measuring reliability of the criterion, many investigators have
correlated the course marks gained by students in different years; thus the
standing of students in the freshman class may be compared with the standing of
the same students four years later in their degree examination. These correla-
tions are of interest because they presumably set a limit to our ability to
predict success at college by the use of any type of test whatever; if first-year
standing and fourth-year standing correlate 0.75, then it is presumably
impossible to find any combination of predictive measures which will predict
final standing better than to the extent of 0.75. (We are making the assump-
tion here that the marks on which first-year standing is based are perfectly
reliable; if they are not perfectly reliable the use of perfectly reliable prediction
tests of the highest possible validity might give predictive accuracy equal to the
value of 0.75 corrected for attenuation, and therefore rather higher.)

Evidence presented by Toops (1926), Guiler (1927), Read (1940), Wood
(1923), Cleeton (1931), and others shows that correlations between students' standing in different years vary between 0.45 and 0.85, with a mean in the
neighbourhood of 0.75. Differences between different universities are too great
to be due to sampling errors, and presumably have much to do with such
obvious causes as carefulness with which papers are marked, relative homo-
genre of student population, and amount of student counselling available.
Whatever may be the true figure in this country, it seems safe to say that we
have not reached the stage where we can say that our tests predict final standing as well as does the sum-total of the work done during the first year at university.
(This is the enviable result of McClelland's work (1942) in selection for secondary
education, where apparently optimum forecasting accuracy has been achieved.
Quite generally it may be said that McClelland's discussion of selection pro-
cedures is of interest no less to universities than to those responsible for
secondary education, and that everyone concerned with selection ought to be familiar with the methods, experimental and statistical, described in his book.)

The data quoted so far establish the fact that tests can predict reliably and reasonably validly the future performance of university students. The knowledge thus gained can be utilized in a great variety of ways, and has been so used in the past; selection of students on the basis of their test scores is only one of the many possible uses. Jones (1928) gave intelligence and achievement tests to 112 freshmen and reports that counselling service given to those working below expectancy led to marked improvement in their work. Starrack (1937) reports follow-up studies at the Iowa State College of those falling below their ability level, including an investigation of reasons for failure, a systematic programme of personality development, and the use of "therapeutic methods of suggestion"; he also reports on the granting of special privileges for students doing better than expected on the basis of their ability. Compton (1941), in a study of 331 institutions, found that thirty-eight informed all students of their test results, eighty-one informed none, the others gave information to varying proportions along with interpretation and attempted guidance. Toops (1926) points out that "college intelligence tests are not entrance tests. They are primarily educational administrative devices for dealing with administrative and pedagogical problems of students, rather than the criterion of intelligence of applicants for admission."

Toops bases his opinion on the results of a twenty-five query questionnaire sent to 110 colleges and universities, all of whom replied. Sixty per cent. of these institutions used tests administratively, while another 12 per cent. used them experimentally. There was a tendency for smaller colleges not to give tests at all, and for the larger ones to give them only experimentally; the medium-sized institutions appeared to make the most use of the results. Toops tabulated the number of colleges making certain uses of test data and found that of sixty-six institutions giving tests, none used the result as the sole basis for admission, nineteen used it as a partial basis for admission, forty-nine in determining dismissal for low scholarship, thirty-four in determining probation for low scholarship, thirty in determining amount of school work to carry, eighteen in determining amount of work for self-supporting, twenty-five in encouraging bright students to undertake graduate work, forty-two in encouraging extra effort in case of unmotivated bright students, thirteen in the selection of assistants, twenty-three in making recommendations for scholarships, fifteen in making recommendations for fellowships, thirteen in hiring student clerical help, six in determining membership in honorary scholastic societies, and eighteen in "sectioning" students according to capacity for progress. Thus 341 uses are reported from sixty-six institutions, making an average of five uses per college or university, apart from the possible use for selection.

Even where no use is made of intelligence test results in determining who shall go to university, most administrators and psychologists who have had experience of using the results in the running of educational institutions agree that they are of considerable help on such points as those mentioned in the last paragraph. However, a situation has now arisen in this country in which there are two or three applicants for every vacant place in the universities. Thus the necessity of selection in one form or another has been forced on the authorities, and it would appear that a knowledge of the intelligence of the applicants, together with such other information as may be likely to help the selection committee, would be of great value in ensuring a supply of suitable candidates to the universities. Before discussing this question in detail, a
number of problems must be at least mentioned, as they supply the basis on which some of our recommendations are based. Thus no argument regarding the question of the use of tests for selection can be very helpful which does not deal with such problems as the function of the selection ratio, the measurement of primary abilities, the predictability of success in special subjects (teaching, medicine, etc.), or the relative usefulness of non-cognitive tests. These and other points will now be taken up in order.

One argument against the prevalent practice of giving only one type of intelligence test (nearly always a verbal one) is that the isolation of a number of group factors by Burt, Thurstone, Holzinger, and others makes it likely that more analytic studies involving the correlation of success in college with each of several different abilities might be more diagnostic than the mere measurement of 'g,' adulterated by an admixture of 'v.' The main studies in this connection are those by Ball (1942), Ellison (1941), Goodman (1944) and Tredick (1942), using the Thurstone battery of Primary Abilities tests, and the Ohio studies of non-verbal tests by Edgerton (1940), Heston (1942), and Troyer (1942). These studies, as well as the related work of Butch (1939) on differential weighting, show that the analytic approach to the problem bids fair to increase the predictive validity of tests. A more accurate assessment is not possible at the present time in view of the small number of the studies carried out.

The same might be said of the related question of predictive validity of tests, not for success at university as such, but for success in specified courses. Thus prediction, to be useful, would have to be specific; instead of saying: "This person will or will not succeed at college," it would have to say: "This person would succeed in becoming a teacher, but would fail in the medical course," or "This person might do well on the Arts side, particularly in the linguistic field, but he would be hopelessly out of place on the Science side." This form of analytic prediction and test interpretation is, of course, closely bound up with the question of primary abilities, discussed in the preceding paragraph, and with the question of non-cognitive selection, discussed below. As long as we remain at the stage where selection is on the basis of a 'g' score alone selective prediction is impossible, except in so far as different faculties show different mean ability scores. While the existence of such differences seems to be well established, the differences are usually much too small, and the overlap much too great, for any specific counseling to be based on them.

Most studies in this field have dealt with the selection of teachers, and the result has uniformly been that forecasts based on an assessment of 'g' are relatively useless; while predicting with moderate accuracy the success of the prospective teachers in their examination, correlations with their actual teaching ability as assessed by subjective estimates are rather low. The fault here may lie in the unreliability of the criterion, rather than in the inaccuracy of the test; but commonsense suggests that in teaching, personality traits may be of more importance than particularly high intelligence, and findings so far have not shown commonsense to be mistaken, although it cannot be said that they have added much to its pronouncement.1

Prediction in the faculty of medicine has been rather more successful on the whole. Apart from work such as that of Edholm and Gibson (1944) in which unsuitable tests were employed, the studies of Cowdery (1931) and Moss (1931),

1 Relevant to this point may be the work of Cattell (1931), Pinsent (1933), Saer (1941), Turnbull (1934) and others, which has appeared in this Journal. Also of interest here is an unpublished memorandum by N. Wright on "The Use of Psychological Tests in the Selection of Candidates for Training as Teachers." (Jordanhill Training College, Glasgow: I am indebted to Dr. P. E. Vernon for drawing my attention to this work.)
1933) have demonstrated that failures can be predicted with a good deal of accuracy. The figures given by Moss may perhaps be quoted as representative, as they are based on a careful, large-scale study using 6,000 students. He showed that the Moss Medical Aptitude Test predicted 69 per cent. of the failures during the first and second years of the course, while Grades in Pre-Medical subjects predicted only 43 per cent., and Interview Ratings only 33 per cent. Test and Pre-Medical Grades together predicted 73 per cent. of the failures. Correlation of the Moss test with first-year grades was +0.59, and while in the best test decile there were no failures at all, there were 56 per cent. in the tenth decile. Similarly, Cowdery and Ewell found a correlation of .64 between test and success at medical school, and a multiple correlation of .76 with test and pre-medical grades.

The objection has been made to studies of the kind mentioned that success in the test does not guarantee good performance as a doctor; that it only means that the candidate is likely to succeed in passing his examination. This objection is perfectly true. Success in the test means that the requisite ability for success in the examination is present; it does not mean that the ability will be employed in such a way as to ensure such success. Consequently many students possessing the ability will succeed, but a certain number will also fail, through lack of ambition, through neurotic and emotional upsets which interfere with their work, because of having to earn their living at the same time as studying for their degree, and for a large number of similar causes. Consequently the "examination variance" of the bright students will be considerable. On the other hand, the dull student who has not got the requisite ability to succeed will fail regardless of outside circumstances; consequently the "examination variance" of the dull students will be very small. This point suggests the answer to the objection quoted at the beginning of the paragraph; the test does not guarantee that those passing will be successful, but it does guarantee that they have the ability to pass if outside circumstances and personality qualities are favourable, while those who fail the test are almost certain to fail the examination however favourable outside circumstances and personality qualities may be. Going one step further, we may here say that while even examination success is not final, and does not guarantee success as a doctor, or a teacher, failure at the examination makes success impossible and failure certain.

The whole question of the relation between examination success and quality of work done in one's chosen profession is an extremely difficult one, and one which demands much more investigation than it has received. One cannot help feeling that if a certain proportion of the thousand or so investigations published in the field of prediction of examination success had been devoted instead to the investigation of what examinations predict in terms of quality of later work, and to the elaboration of some reliable and valid criterion against which to check both test results and examinations, science would have profited to a considerable extent. After all, if test and examination fail to show a high correlation, this may be due not only to the unreliability of the examination, or the inadequacy of the test, but also to the specific nature of the examination which makes it a bad and invalid criterion of professional quality. A last possibility which should be borne in mind is the fact that the type of training which precedes the examination may have much to do with the type of person who succeeds in the examination; if training consists largely of the inadequate "cramming" method it is quite possible that the highly intelligent, conscientious type of person is penalized, while the born "crammer" is

1 N.B.—These failures occurred during the first two years. Presumably many more students from this decile failed during the next two years.
rewarded. Thus a mere investigation of the correlation between test and examination tells us little about those points concerning which we are most ignorant; quite generally it may be said that attempts to predict without knowledge or control over training will fall short of the full measure of responsibility that the psychologist, in close collaboration with the expert teacher, doctor, architect, or whatever it may be, ought to be ready to take.

We may sum up the discussion so far by saying that in considering only the requirements of intelligence, work reported hitherto has shown quite definitely that moderately high correlations between tests and examination success can be expected; that prediction is becoming more analytic, both in the choice of tests and in the specific nature of the prediction; that examination success itself is not a perfect criterion, but is deficient from the points of view of reliability and validity; and that many outside factors, such as personality traits, types of training, and various others must be taken into account. We may next turn to a consideration of such work as has been done on factors other than intelligence and other ability tests. While the results in this field are not as clear-cut as in the field of intelligence, there is not the slightest doubt that progress is more likely to be made here than in the further development of tests of intelligence.

III.—Other factors affecting success at college.

Commonsense indicates that success depends not only on ability, but also on character, temperament, and interest, as well as on other imponderable factors. That this view is broadly speaking true is shown by a number of factorial studies in which correlations were calculated between a variety of tests of intelligence, and marks in a number of school or university subjects. The work of Alexander (1935), Holzinger (1939), Vernon (1939), Braddock (1946) and others shows with surprising unanimity that there is a factor common to all the scholastic subjects which cannot be identified with 'g', 'v', 'k', or any other primary ability factor. This factor, called 'X' by Alexander, would appear to be the resultant of all the non-cognitive factors in so far as these influence success at school or in college. The amount contributed to the total variance by this factor is often surprisingly large, and if we could measure the influences which go to determine it we would have here a means of improving considerably our predictive accuracy. Upwards of five hundred studies are recorded in this field; excellent summaries are given in two papers by Harris. The present section will give only the present author's conclusion resulting from a survey of the evidence; no attempt is made to duplicate Harris' (1931, 1940), reliable reviews and bibliographies which are easily accessible. We have, however, added a few references to the literature since 1940, and not contained in the summaries mentioned.

An indirect measure of the 'X' factor is given by the prospective student's standing at school; presumably his success in school involves his persistence, studiousness, interest, application and so forth to a similar degree as later work in college, and can, therefore, be used to predict the latter. Unfortunately, it is difficult to compare different studies of this question because of the wide differences in quality of teaching, standards of examination, and composition of the student body in the high schools studied; in general it may be said that school standing does not predict college success less well than do intelligence tests, and many reports indicate that it may predict success at college even

1 Vernon explains this factor as one of "studiousness, or willingness to work," an interpretation similar to our own.
better. There is, however, general agreement that school standing and intelligence combined give a better prediction than either of them singly; multiple correlations are often surprisingly high. Much the same is true of an indirect test of school success, the entrance examination based upon acquired knowledge rather than upon innate ability. Such entrance examinations often predict as well or better than intelligence tests; best prediction is usually achieved by a combination of the two types of test.

Other data dealing with certain objective items relating to personal background are of less value in prediction. There are many studies of the influence of age, sex, and family data; these are difficult to evaluate because of technical faults which invalidate many findings; often there is a failure to partial out intelligence before studying the influence of other factors! However, certain questionnaires dealing with background data have shown reasonable correlations with success at college (Scott, 1938, Gray, 1938, Asher, 1940, Bittner, 1945), generally in the neighbourhood of $+0.4$, and it is usual to find that when these results are added to intelligence test scores they raise the multiple predictive $R$. It must remain doubtful, however, in how far correlations between personal data and success obtained in, say, the State of Kentucky, are likely to be duplicated in other states, or in this country; no data are available to answer this question.

Physical data show uniformly low correlations; the literature suggests that smokers are inferior to non-smokers, colour-blind students to non-colour-blind students, students of eurymorphic body build to students of leptomorphic body build, the ugly to the good-looking. The first two findings appear valid because intelligence was partialled out; the other two are probably due to the correlation of intelligence with leptomorphic body build (Eysenck, 1947) and with beauty. For all practical purposes these data can be disregarded.

Direct tests of personality qualities of the questionnaire type often show slight correlations with success at college, but results are too divergent, and correlations too low, for this type of work to be of practical use. Ratings by school teachers and others who know the prospective student well are more promising, but not routinely available. Of more importance are studies of interests, reviewed extensively by Strong (1943) in his book on *Vocational Interests of Men and Women*. Work along these lines suggests very strongly that here we have a promising indicator of success at college which is relatively independent of intelligence, and which would be certain to add to the multiple correlation of a selection of other tests. A limited amount of work done in this country with the Strong test (unpublished) suggests that it might be as useful here as it has been found to be in America.

Many of the studies reviewed so far fail to satisfy because they are not based on any general theory, but appear merely as accidental successes among large numbers of failures. If a hundred "personal data" are correlated with success at college, it is reasonable to expect five of them to show a significant correlation with the criterion, on a purely chance basis; combining these five correlations by means of multiple correlation formula would result in quite high $R$, which would, however, drop to zero if another sample were to be tested. In some cases the amount of "shrinkage" likely to occur has been estimated by suitable formula, but this has not been the uniform practice, and even when

---

1 It is usually found that 'neuroticism' correlates negatively and 'introversion' positively, with success at college. But as both variables are known to be correlated to some extent with intelligence reported correlations may be spuriously high. But the existence of such correlations appears reasonable enough in view of the writer's work on these two personality variables (Eysenck, 1947).
the shrinkage formula is used, it is still doubtful how the resulting R would compare with the correlation found in an altogether different sample.

An exception to these strictures is the excellent work of Munroe (1945). Building on the findings of many investigators that students showing neurotic traits usually succeed less well at college than students relatively free from such traits, she evolved a simplified and more objective scoring method for the Rorschach test, involving the counting up of all neurotic indications on the record, and scored each of the students tested by her on the basis of this general quality of "neuroticism." She then showed that prediction of college success on the basis of neuroticism score was slightly more successful than prediction on the basis of intelligence tests, and that in combination these two tests showed a much better predictive power than either test by itself.

Further work of this kind, based on sound theoretical background, may succeed in transforming the rather drab picture of non-cognitive prediction. It may be that the factorial demonstration of the existence of two major personality factors, together with the provision of batteries of tests for their measurement, will aid in the development of such a background (Eysenck, 1947); at present, little use has been made of such objective tests in the prediction of college success.

In summing up briefly the conclusions derived from a rapid survey of work on non-cognitive factors, it may be said that promising correlations are reported in the field of pre-college achievement, university entrance (achievement) examinations, personal data sheets, vocational interests, and the measurement of "neuroticism," while hope is held out that the application of more objective measures of personality variables and traits may lead to even higher predictivity. There is little doubt that no single test by itself can give sufficient information to guide selection policy wisely; whenever possible, all the tests and measures found useful should be employed, and multiple regression and factorial techniques used to ensure the best available prediction.

IV.—Considerations regarding the use of selection tests.

The studies quoted in this paper have been almost exclusively American. The questions arises, can conclusions appropriate to one country be applied immediately to another country? And are there special considerations applying to this country which would make it more or less likely that selection methods could be used with effect at the university level? Discussion up to this point has been entirely factual, although inevitably selective; this section is the writer's attempt to draw conclusions from the evidence cited, and to bring various other considerations to bear on the problem. Consequently it will be appreciated that a certain amount of subjectivity is not to be avoided, and that while the writer may at times appear to sound dogmatic because of the necessity to put his points as briefly as possible, he wishes to encourage discussion of the proposals, rather than to make definitive statements.

The small volume of published and unpublished work done in this country shows that in a very general way the relation between intelligence tests and achievement is positive, and that we can expect similar types of relation to obtain here as are found to obtain in America. (Vernon, Dale, White.) Differences at the moment centre around two concepts: relative homogeneity and the respective selection ratios.

It is, of course, well-known that in relatively homogeneous groups, i.e., groups differing little with respect to intelligence, correlations of that variable with any outside variable will be considerably lower than they would be in a
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relatively heterogeneous population. Prospective students are quite clearly a more homogeneous group with respect to intelligence than would be a random sample of the population; for America, the figures quoted in the first paragraph of this paper suggest a 30 per cent. reduction of heterogeneity for university students as compared with the whole population. If our argument be correct that English students are a relatively more highly selected group than are American students, it would follow automatically that they would also be a more homogeneous group. In other-words one would have to conclude that correlations between intelligence tests and university achievement would tend to be lower in this country than in America.

Other considerations, however, must be taken into account. Homogeneity with respect to a variable correlated with the predictive variable tends to lower correlations of that variable with the criterion; on the other hand, homogeneity with respect to a variable not correlated with the predictive variable tends to increase correlations of that variable with the criterion (Wagner and Strabel, 1935; Dwyer, 1938). This is clear if we consider the case of a variable which is correlated with the criterion, but not with intelligence; the more heterogeneous the population studied with respect to that variable, the less valid will the prediction of the intelligence test be. Now American students are probably on the whole far more heterogeneous with respect to sex, age, racial and national background, upbringing, and so forth than are English students; consequently we might expect correlations between intelligence tests and achievement to be rather higher here.

It may be suggested that these two factors tend to balance out on the whole; comparison of the results reported from the average American State University with results from some of the more selective universities, which in respect of homogeneity rather resemble English universities, does not indicate very considerable differences in the size of the predictive coefficients.

The question of the selection ratio is based on the simple consideration that the selective value of a test depends not only on its correlation with the criterion; it also depends on the ratio of applicants to number of positions vacant (Tiffin, 1943; Taylor-Russell, 1939). Clearly, if there are roughly as many vacancies at a university as there are prospective students wishing to enrol, tests might still be given for the sake of counseling, or experimentation, or for other reasons, but from the point of view of selection they would be quite useless as every applicant would be taken anyway. If, however, the selection ratio is 5 (five applicants for every vacancy), even a test showing a relatively low correlation with achievement would serve quite well to pick out students almost certain to do well, and to reject those likely to fail. In general the higher the selection ratio, the more successfully does a test perform its function.

Now at present, and for several years to come, the selection ratio at our universities is likely to be relatively high; possibly in the neighbourhood of two or three with yet higher figures in certain faculties, such as the medical. Under those conditions, even if tests should show lower correlations with achievement in this country than they do in the United States, they would nonetheless be of the greatest value because of the high selection ratios expected. This important point is often disregarded in discussions of the value of selection tests.

These considerations suggest that selection tests would be of definite value in showing clearly which of the prospective students would have only a very slight chance of completing the course successfully, and in designating those who could reasonably be expected to succeed. Perhaps the best method of utilizing test results would be to have available for each student data regarding his
pre-college scholastic achievement, his university entrance (achievement test), exhaustive intelligence tests covering not only 'g' but also other primary abilities, a personal data sheet covering items shown by experience to correlate with success and achievement, a measure of his vocational interests, such as the Strong blank, and an indication of his neurotic predisposition, such as the Munroe test. (Ideally, of course, it might be suggested that university selection should be only the last stage in educational guidance, a process which should be more or less continuous from the time the child enters the school. There should be various stages of selection, in the basis of tests, records and interviews during the child's school career; the accumulated mass of knowledge about the candidate would be invaluable to the university authorities.)

It would be easy to determine the level of intelligence below which achievement at the university level is impossible, or at least highly unlikely; all candidates falling below this level ought to be disqualified straight away. The remainder of the students should be selected on the basis of an interview with a board of several members of the university, including a psychologist; this board should have before them the scores of the student being interviewed on all the tests mentioned above. Their conclusion and recommendation would then be based not only on the purely subjective elements of the interview, but would proceed from a factual background integrated with personal knowledge of the candidate, such as can be gained only in an interview.

Certain points should be emphasised in this connection. In the first place, records should be kept of the correlations between achievement and detailed test scores, and between achievement and opinions expressed on the basis of the interview; only in this way can we learn something about the actual contribution made by the interview to the objective data. It is quite possible that multiple regressions predicting achievement could be written (without containing the interview) as high, or even higher, than similar equations containing the interview; little is known about this aspect of the problem. Another point is that test construction, administration and interpretation is a highly skilled task, and that nothing is more likely to bring predictive procedures into disrepute than the all-too-frequent practice of having this work done by the amiable amateur not fully versed in the literature, in test construction, and in the various statistical techniques of factorial analysis, multiple regression, analysis of variance, and so forth. If the literature contains one warning more obvious than any other, it is this—that no success can be expected from the haphazard throwing together of items and tests of unknown difficulty or factorial composition, a practice unfortunately too widespread. Only the most rigorous testing of the tests themselves, by the use of item analysis and the various other techniques elaborated for this purpose, can ensure that technical competence in test construction so absolutely essential for fruitful work, and so deplorably missing in many published tests.

This point clearly implies the next, viz., the impossibility of carrying out work of this kind successfully without some form of central organisation. The psychologist employed as lecturer, demonstrator, or in some other capacity in the university has neither the time, nor the facilities, for designing and scoring large numbers of tests, even where he is familiar with the principles according to which they ought to be constructed; as Vernon points out, American tests cannot be taken over directly as they are often quite unsuitable for students lacking an American background. Even in America, where psychological departments are vastly larger and better supplied with staff and money than here, it has been found necessary to have large central organisations which undertake yearly revisions of standard selection tests, and which undertake to
have them scored; such a course would appear even more necessary in this country.

In addition to such a central organisation, however, it would appear desirable that full- or part-time psychologists specially trained for work in this field should be attached to universities to supervise the testing, carry out follow-up studies, and give advice to faculty and students when requested to do so, on the basis of the test results. American experience indicates that such use of psychological tests is perhaps even more urgent and fruitful than use for simple selection only, and if it is worth while to prevent the certain failure from entering college, surely it is worth while to try to prevent a possible success from failing through causes which can often be removed by counseling, advice, changes in courses undertaken, and remedial teaching. What can be done in this way is indicated by reports such as those quoted above showing that counseling service given to those working below expectancy may lead to marked improvement in their work.

Objections are certain to be raised to these suggestions on the score of cost. There is no doubt that to provide a service of the kind envisaged would be moderately expensive. However, the cost involved should be set against the tremendous social as well as financial gain resulting from improved selection and from successful guidance; these gains, because difficult to measure in monetary terms are easily overlooked, but are nevertheless very real. Looking back over the past twenty-five years of American experience, we find much evidence to encourage the belief that a psychological service of the kind suggested would result in gains, social, financial and psychological, which far outweigh the limited outlay required.

This conclusion holds true even for the traditional type of forecasting and counseling; it is the writer’s contention that the total gain would be incomparably higher if a much greater imbrication of academic policy and psychological method could be achieved along the lines suggested in a previous part of the paper, i.e., by having psychological investigation of training courses, examinations, and so forth going on concomitantly with a selection and counseling programme. Even without such developments, however, the national need for trained personnel in practically all the professions is such that laissez-faire methods of selection will have to give way to a more scientific approach which can, up to a point, be provided by the use of psychological tests. It is the contention of this paper that a recognition of this need at the moment is a national priority.

V.—Summary and conclusions.

An examination was made of the literature dealing with the use of psychological tests in the selection of university students. The following conclusions appeared well established:

1.—Tests of intelligence show correlations with university achievement of between +0.5 and +0.6 when suitable tests are chosen and conditions of testing are favourable.

2.—Standing at school shows equally high correlations with university achievement, and in combination with intelligence tests predicts such achievement with considerable accuracy.

3.—Special achievement tests may serve instead of school standing when external circumstances make it difficult to obtain suitable and comparable records for candidates.
4.—Questionnaires covering personal background and details of past history show relatively low correlations with success, but may be helpful when added to other types of tests.

5.—Personal inventories are unlikely to be of much use in practice, even when used in combination with other tests; their use should be discouraged.

6.—Interest questionnaires show correlations with general and specific achievement which make it likely that such questionnaires would form a useful part of a battery of selection tests.

7.—Tests of temperamental qualities are of promise, but only in isolated cases can it be said that they are already of practical use; Munroe's use of the Rorschach test is perhaps the outstanding example.

8.—A battery of tests covering various aspects of personality is more likely to give high predictive accuracy than any one test; thus a single test of 'g' is less likely to be helpful in prediction than a battery containing tests of several of the "primary abilities."

9.—Selection is only one of many possible uses to which results from a psychological examination can be put; of equal or even greater importance may be sectioning, counseling, and advice on administrative problems.

10.—The detailed uses of tests, and the procedures recommended, cannot be summarized briefly; it should be noted, however, that definite organisation, both within the university and also on a national basis, is required for the full benefits to be reaped.

In addition, psychological assistance will be useful in proportion as such matters as methods of training and construction of examinations become imbued with the psychological spirit.
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